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SYSTEM, METHOD AND COMPUTER READABLE MEDIUM FOR
BILLING TOLLS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present patent application claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 60/714,717, titled Toll Fee System And Method Using License Plate

Recognition, filed on 09/07/2005, the entire contents of which is incorporated by

reference herein.

[0002] The present patent application is also related to U.S. Non-Provisional

Patent Application No. 11/125,521, titled Toll Fee System And Method, filed on

05/10/2005, and to U.S. Non-Provisional Patent Application Docket No. RTL008, titled

System, Method, And Computer Readable Medium For Billing, filed on even date

herewith, the entire contents of each of which are incorporated by reference herein.

FIELD OF THE EWENTION

[0003] The present invention is generally related to billing, and more specifically,

to systems, methods, and computer readable media for billing tolls.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The use of a device that permits a vehicle to pass through a toll gate

without having to physically pay a charge is well known in the art. Such devices,

referred to as tags, passes, or tracking devices, wirelessly transmit information to toll gate

equipment that results in a charge for use of a toll road. Problems arise, however, when a

rented vehicle utilizes a toll road. In such a scenario, an individual operating the rented

vehicle must stop at a toll gate and physically pay currency leading to delays that are not

usually experienced by vehicles using such devices.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] A need exists to provide a seamless capability for billing tolls accumulated

during a rental period or a service period in order to overcome the aforementioned

problems.

[0006] In one embodiment of the present invention, a toll fee tracking system

comprises a toll authority that collects data associated with a vehicle using license plate

recognition and a toll rental entity that communicates with the toll authority and a third

party.

[0007] In another embodiment of the present invention, a system for billing tolls

accumulated during a rental period comprises a third party entity, a toll authority, and a

toll rental entity coupled to the third parry entity and to the toll authority, wherein the

third party entity sends a request for service to the toll rental entity, wherein the toll rental

entity sends the request for service during the rental period to the toll authority, wherein

the toll authority stores the request, wherein the toll authority sends toll data to the toll

rental entity based on the request, wherein the toll rental entity sends toll rental data to

the third party entity based on the toll data, and wherein the third parry entity generates a

bill based on the toll rental data.

[0008] In a further embodiment of the present invention, a method for billing tolls

accumulated during at least one of: a rental period and a service period comprises sending

a service request to a toll authority, wherein the service request is associated with a

license plate number, receiving license plate images from the toll authority, providing a

charge during the rental period if one of the received license plate images equates to the

license plate number associated with the service request, and providing a violation during

the rental period if one of the received license plate images does not equate to the license

plate number associated with the service request.

[0009] In yet another embodiment of the present invention, a system comprises a

first module that receives a service request, wherein the service request is associated with

a license plate number, and a second module that sends the service request and a payment

associated with the service request, wherein the payment is utilized to provide a service at

a toll authority.



[0010] In yet a further embodiment of the present invention, a computer readable

medium comprises instructions for: receiving a service request comprising at least a

license plate number, receiving a payment related to the service request, sending the

payment to a toll authority, receiving toll usage information from the toll authority, if the

toll usage is related to the license plate number, sending an acknowledgement to the toll

authority, and if the toll usage is not related to the license plate number, sending a

violation to the toll authority.

[0011] In yet another embodiment of the present invention, a system for billing

tolls accumulated during a service period comprises a third party entity, a toll authority,

and a toll rental entity coupled to the third party entity and to the toll authority, wherein

the third party entity sends a request for service to the toll rental entity, wherein the toll

rental entity sends the request for service during the service period to the toll authority,

and wherein the toll authority sends toll data and a bill to the toll rental entity based on

the request.

[0012] In yet a further embodiment of the present invention, a computer readable

medium comprises instructions for: sending a payment to a toll authority, receiving a

violation notification from a toll authority, wherein the violation identifies a transport,

and obviating the violation if the payment was intended for the transport.

[0013] In yet another embodiment of the present invention, a method for billing

tolls comprises capturing at least one picture of a license plate of a vehicle, charging the

vehicle if a number associated with the captured license plate is listed in a toll rental

entity database, and marking a toll violation if the number associated with the captured

license plate is not listed in the toll rental entity database.

[0014] In yet a further embodiment of the present invention, a toll rental entity

server that communicates toll billing data during a service period between a toll authority

and a third party entity, the toll rental entity server comprises a first interface that

communicates with the toll authority, at least one database, a second interface that

communicates with the third party entity, wherein the communication between the toll

authority and the third party entity occurs in real-time, wherein the toll rental entity

server: receives a request for service from the third party entity, sends the request for



service during the service period to the toll authority, and receives, based on the request,

toll data and a bill from the toll authority.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] Figure 1 depicts a block diagram of a license plate recognition module in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

[0016] Figure 2 depicts a license plate recognition module installed on an

electronic toll collection lane;

[0017] Figure 3 depicts a block diagram of a system in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention;

[0018] Figure 4 depicts a block diagram of a system in accordance with an

alternate embodiment of the present invention;

[0019] Figure 5 depicts a flow diagram illustrating a method in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention;

[0020] Figure 6a depicts a flow chart for billing tolls in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention;

[0021] Figure 6b depicts an alternate flow chart for billing tolls in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention;

[0022] Figure 6c depicts a message flow for billing tolls in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention;

[0023] Figure 6d depicts a relational system in accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention;

[0024] Figure 7 depicts a flow diagram illustrating a method for billing tolls in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

[0025] Figure 8 depicts a system with emphasis on the toll rental entity in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

[0026] Figure 9 depicts a flow diagram illustrating a computer readable medium

in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

[0027] Figure 10 depicts a flow diagram illustrating a service request and

payment being sent in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention; and



[0028] Figure 11 depicts a flow diagram illustrating a computer readable medium

in accordance with an alternate embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0029] Referring now to Figure 1, a block diagram of a license plate recognition

module or system 100 is illustrated. License Plate Recognition (LPR) is an image

processing technology used to identify vehicles by their license plates. This system 100

uses camera and illumination (infra-red) to capture the vehicle images, with the help of

image processing software. License plate number information will be extracted from the

image. The module not only captures the vehicle image but also extracts the license plate

number as a string for toll rental entity transactions and toll violation processing.

[0030] The LPR module 100 includes a sensor (not shown) which detects a

vehicle coming into a toll authority. The presence of the vehicle is signaled to the

illumination and camera unit for image capturing. The LPR module 100 further includes

a camera and illumination unit 102. The camera and illumination unit 102 captures the

front and rear side of the vehicle and brightens up a license plate of the vehicle such that

clear images of the license plate of vehicles can be taken at any time. The illumination in

most cases is Infra-Red (IR) which is invisible to the driver. In addition, the LPR module

100 includes a PC adapter 104 which is a hardware interface connecting the camera 102

and PC 106 to capture the image in the LPR module 100. The LPR software captures,

analyzes and identifies the license plate number of vehicles and interface it with toll

rental entity for authentication.

[0031] Low recognition rate is one of the key issues in using LPR software. This

is due to the external efforts such as sun and headlights, bad license plates, and also due

to the hardware and software quality used. Thorough testing and benchmarking are

required to evaluate LPR systems. Transit speed up to 75 mph should be easily

manageable by the system. Recognition rates of generic license plates (data collection)

should be 99.99%. Those are the critical requirements to select LPR modules 100 for a

toll rental entity interface.



[0032] Referring now to Figure 2, a license plate recognition module 100 installed

on an electronic toll collection lane is illustrated.

[0033] Referring now to Figure 3, a block diagram of a system of the present

invention includes a toll rental entity 300 that interfaces with both a toll authority 302 and

a third party entity 304. The toll rental entity 300 interacts with the toll authority 302 via

a toll authority interface 306 and the third party entity 304 via a third party entity

interface 308. The toll authority 302 maintains various toll gates 310, LPR modules 312

for communicating with the toll gates, and collects toll data that is stored in a toll

database 314. The third party entity 304 sends a request (for example, a request for

service) and includes a toll rental interface 318 that receives toll data from the toll rental

entity based on the request, and a fee reconciliation unit 320 that provides account and/or

billing functionality based on the received toll rental data. In alternate embodiments, any

of these aforementioned module or elements may provide the functionality described or

depicted.

[0034] Referring now to Figure 4, an alternate embodiment of a system of the

present invention is illustrated. The toll rental system may be integrated into an existing

operating system of the third party entity or rental agency 304. The rental agency 304

may request data directly from the toll authority 302. The rental agency 304 can then

store toll rental data and reconcile accounts.

[0035] Referring now to Figure 5, a flow diagram of a method 500 of an

embodiment of the present invention is shown. To access tolls incurred by vehicles, the

toll rental entity, or other entity, equips the toll authorities with LPR modules. At step

502, a vehicle approaches the toll authority after which the sensor is initiated (step 504).

At step 506, the presence of a vehicle is signaled to the LPR module. At step 508, LPR

software activates the illumination (invisible IR in most cases) and takes pictures of the

front and/or rear license plates of vehicles from the LPR camera. The images of the

vehicle include the plate and the pixel information provided by the LPR unit's image

processing hardware (PC adapter). At step 510, the LPR software analyzes the image

with different image processing software algorithms, enhances the image, detects the

vehicle license plate position, extracts the license plate string, and identifies the fonts

using special artificial intelligence methods (such as Neural Networks). At step 512, the



toll rental entity captures the pictures. At step 514, the toll rental entity performs an

authentication procedure in the toll rental entity server. If the vehicle license plate

number is listed in the toll rental entity database, the vehicle will be charged for the toll

usage (step 518). The process ends at step 520. If the vehicle license plate number is not

listed in the toll rental entity database will be marked as toll violation (step 516) and the

process proceeds to step 502.

[0036] Referring now to Figure 6a, a flow chart 600 for billing tolls for fleets

comprises a third party entity that sends fleet information such as license plate numbers

and states of each transport owned and/or associated with the fleet to a toll rental entity in

step 602. The toll rental entity saves the fleet information in a toll rental entity database

in step 604, and sends the fleet information to a toll authority in step 606. In steps 608

and 610, respectively, the toll authority saves the fleet information in a toll authority

database, and sends toll data related to the fleet information to the toll rental entity. The

toll rental entity sends the toll data and an invoice for the toll data to the third party entity

at step 612, the third party entity sends a payment to the toll rental entity at step 614, and

the toll rental entity sends the payment to the toll authority at step 616.

[0037] In alternate embodiments of the present invention, the toll rental entity

may directly send the fleet information to the toll authority without or before saving the

fleet information. Further, the toll authority may send the toll data related to the fleet

information to the toll rental entity without or before saving the fleet information in the

toll authority database. Also, all, or a portion of, the data or information mentioned

herein can be stored in one or more of the described databases.

[0038] In further alternate embodiments of the present invention, a third party

entity sends fleet license plate numbers, state information, and the like as toll data to the

toll rental entity which saves this data in a database and/or transfers it to the toll authority

which stores it in a database. As the fleet uses the toll authority's toll gates or lanes, the

toll authority compares the fleet usage information with information stored in their

database and sends this usage information, a time and date of the usage and the like to the

toll rental entity.

[0039] In other embodiments of the present invention, charges associated with

such usage may be sent by the toll authority to the toll rental entity. This data is stored in



a database, which may be the same database the fleet information is stored in, and is sent

to the third party entity. The third party entity sends a service request to the toll rental

entity and is stored in a database which may be the same as the aforementioned database.

A check is performed to determine if the service request is found. If it is, a notification

and a payment are sent to the toll authority along with service details. Such a payment

may be made immediately or after some time has elapsed. If the service request is not

found, a violation is noted and stored in a different or in a same database as previously

mentioned, and is sent to the third party entity. In this scenario, a fleet is proactively

registered by the toll rental entity as a service request for a rental agreement may not be

sent to the toll authority.

[0040] Referring now to Figure 6b, a flow chart 620 for billing tolls comprises a

third party entity that sends a service request to a toll rental entity at step 622. At steps

624 and 626, respectively, the toll rental entity stores the service request in a toll rental

entity database, and sends a service request and a deposit for the service request to a toll

authority. At step 628 the toll authority sends toll data to the toll rental entity for

matched and unmatched service requests, and at step 630 the toll rental entity receives the

toll data from the toll authority. At step 632, a check is made in order to determine if the

service request is found for the toll data. If it is, the toll rental entity sends a payment to

the toll authority for any shortage from a deposit account for the toll data at step 634. If

the service request is not found for the toll data, the toll rental entity sends a toll violation

and an invoice for the toll violation to the third party entity at step 636. The third party

entity sends a payment to the toll rental entity for toll data and violation fees, and the toll

rental entity sends the payment to the toll authority for the toll data in steps 638 and 640,

respectively.

[0041] In alternate embodiments of the present invention, a system for billing

tolls accumulated during a rental period comprises a third party entity, a toll authority,

and a toll rental entity coupled to the third party entity and to the toll authority, wherein

the third party entity sends a request for service to the toll rental entity, wherein the toll

rental entity sends the request for service during the rental period to the toll authority,

wherein the toll authority stores the request, wherein the toll authority sends toll data to

the toll rental entity based on the request, wherein the toll rental entity sends toll rental



data to the third party entity based on the toll data, and wherein the third party entity

generates a bill based on the toll rental data. In this scenario, a service request for a rental

agreement is sent to the toll authority.

[0042] In the system, the third party entity receives information related to an

individual or an entity wishing to rent a transport, wherein the information includes

information of the individual or the entity and information regarding the transport, and

wherein the individual's information includes at least one of: the individual's name, the

individual's address, the individual's driver license number, the individual's driver

license state, the individual's credit card number, the individual's debit card number, the

individual's electronic account number, the individual's insurance information, the

individual's email address, and the individual's phone number.

[0043] The entities' information includes at least one of: a name of the entity, an

address of the entity, a phone number of the entity, an email address of the entity, a

contact person for the entity, an email address of the contact person, a tax identification

number, a credit card number for the entity, and a bank number for the entity, wherein the

information regarding the transport includes at least one of: an owner of the transport, a

license plate number of the transport, a vehicle identification number of the transport, an

identification of the number (via, for example, the use of radio frequencies,

nanotechnology, and the like), a type of the transport, a color of the transport, a year of

manufacture of the transport, and a condition of the transport, wherein the request for

service includes at least one of: an individual's name requesting the service, a license

plate number of a transport that is to be utilized, a payment for the service, and rental

contract information related to the transport, wherein the rental contract includes at least

one of: a start date and a start time, and an end date and an end time, wherein service

begins at a date and a time that the transport leaves a particular area, and wherein service

ends at a date and a time that the transport returns to the particular area, and wherein

service begins at a date and a time that the transport leaves a particular area, and wherein

service ends at a date and a time that the transport returns to a different area.

[0044] The toll data includes at least one of: information related to transport,

information related to a license plate of the transport, a location of the transport, a

direction of the transport, a time stamp related to the transport, and a toll amount incurred



by the transport, wherein the toll rental data includes information related to the transport

based on at least one of: a reading of a license plate of the transport, to an individual

associated with the request, and to an entity associated with the request, and wherein the

third party entity is at least one of: a rent-a-car entity, an entity that rents transports

comprising license plates, an entity that rents transports comprising information that can

be acquired, an entity or individual that owns transports, an entity or individual that

leases transports, an entity or individual that loans transports, an entity or individual that

lends transports, and an entity or individual that operates transports.

[0045] The third party entity generates a bill in at least one of: before the rental

period, during the rental period, at an end of the rental period, and at a time after the end

of the rental period, wherein the request, the toll data, and the toll rental data is sent in at

least one of a following medium: wireless, and wired, and wherein the bill is generated to

at least one of: a transport operator, a transport or entity renter, a transport or entity

owner, a transport or entity leaser, a transport or entity loaner and, a transport or entity

lender.

[0046] Referring now to Figure 6c, a message flow 650 depicts originating

sources and terminating destinations for a number of messages. A service request and

payment message may be sent in the following scenarios: by an individual 652 to a

business 654, by the individual to a third party entity 656, by the third party entity to a

toll rental entity 658, by the toll rental entity to a toll authority 660, by the business to the

toll rental entity, and by the individual to the toll rental entity. In response to the service

request and payment message, a toll data and payment message or a toll data message

may be sent in the following scenarios: by a toll rental entity 658 to a business 654, by

the toll rental entity to an individual 652, by a third party entity 656 to the business, by a

toll authority 660 to the toll rental entity, by the toll rental entity to the third party entity,

by the third party entity to the individual, and by the business to the individual.

[0047] In alternate embodiments of the present invention, the service request and

the payment, the toll data and the payment, and/or the toll data may be sent and/or

received by any of the sources and destinations. Further, the service request and the

payment and/or the toll data and the payment may be sent independently or not at all.



[0048] Referring now to Figure 6d, a relational system in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention is depicted. The system includes an individual 672,

a business, toll authority, or other entity (such as a toll tag or device manufacturer, a

mobile device manufacturer, etc,) 674, a third party entity 676, and a toll rental entity

678. Each of these entities or individual can communicate with one another and may

perform a variety of actions such as requesting service, performing billing functions,

accumulating and providing metrics, and the like.

[0049] Referring now to Figure 7, a method 700 for billing tolls comprises

receiving a service request from a third party entity at step 702, receiving a payment from

the third party entity at step 704, sending a service request to a toll authority (with a

payment or without a payment) at step 706, receiving toll data from the toll authority at

step 708, sending an acknowledgement to the toll authority at step 710, and sending the

toll data to the third party entity (or to the individual and/or to another entity) at step 712.

[0050] In an alternate embodiment of the present invention, a method for billing

tolls accumulated during at least one of: a rental period and a service period comprises

sending a service request to a toll authority, wherein the service request is associated with

a license plate number, receiving license plate images from the toll authority, providing a

charge during the rental period if one of the received license plate images equates to the

license plate number associated with the service request, and providing a violation during

the rental period if one of the received license plate images does not equate to the license

plate number associated with the service request. The transport's service period may last

for a longer time frame than the rental period which may occur if the transport's service

area (for example, city or state) differs from the rental area. For example, the service

period may last for three weeks in the Dallas area. However, a rental period within the

service period may occur when the transport is driven to Houston for a few days. In such

a scenario, the service request, usage, and toll charges may differ than those with the

service period. In another embodiment, a method for billing tolls accumulated during at

least one of: a rental period and a service period, the method comprises sending a service

request associated with a license plate number to a toll authority, wherein the service

request is associated with a license plate number, receiving a plurality of license plate

images from the toll authority, comparing license plate numbers corresponding to the



received plurality of license plate images with the license plate number associated with

the service request, providing a charge during the rental period if one of the charging an

account responsive to a license plate number corresponding to a license plate image of

the received plurality of license plate received license plate images matching the license

plate number associated with the service request equates to the license plate number

associated with a the service request, and charging a violation fee responsive to a license

plate number corresponding to a license plate image of the received plurality of license

plate images not matching the license plate number associated with the service request.

[0051] The method comprises receiving time stamps and locations from the toll

authority, collecting the license plate images, the time stamps, and the locations when

transports utilize the toll authority, and sending a payment associated with the license

plate number when the service request to the toll authority is sent, wherein the payment is

sent in lieu of providing the charge during at least one of the periods, wherein the

payment is sent in lieu of providing the violation during at least one of the periods. For

example, the payment may be sent before a proper charge or a violation has occurred.

[0052] The method comprises providing a charge during at least one of the

periods if one of the received license plate images is similar to the license plate number

associated with the service request and providing a violation during at least one of the

periods if one of the received license plate images is not similar to the license plate

number associated with the service request. We may get input from a third party.

[0053] Referring now to Figure 8, a system 800 comprises a first module 802 that

receives a service request, wherein the service request is associated with a license plate

number, and a second module 804 that sends the service request and a payment

associated with the service request, wherein the payment is utilized to provide a service at

a toll authority 806. The payment can be sent prior to the service, during the service, after

the service, for a certain period, for a rental period, for a service period, and by at least

one of: at least one toll rental entity, and at least one third party entity.

[0054] The first module 802 receives the service request from at least one of: at

least one third party entity 808, and at least one toll authority 806, wherein the first

module sends information to the third party entity, wherein the second module 804 sends

the service request to the toll authority, and wherein the second module receives



information from the toll authority. The system may also comprise a third module (such

as an individual, a business, or other entity) that receives information from at least one of:

the first module, and the second module. Although depicted as separate modules, the

first module 802 and the second module 804 may be combined into one module or may

be kept separate and be apart of another module (not shown).

[0055] Referring now to Figure 9, a flow chart 900 of a computer readable

medium of the present invention is depicted. The computer readable medium comprises

instructions for: receiving a service request comprising at least a license plate number

902, receiving a payment related to the service request 904, sending a payment to a toll

authority 906, receiving toll data such as toll usage information from the toll authority

908, and determining if the if the toll usage is related to the license plate number 910. If

the toll usage is related to the license plate number, sending an acknowledgement to the

toll authority 912, and if the toll usage is not related to the license plate number, sending

a violation to the toll authority 914. In another embodiment of the present invention, if

the toll usage is not related to the license plate number, sending a notification of a license

plate number that is not found to the toll authority.

[0056] The computer readable medium comprises instructions for receiving the

service request before a transport is rented, wherein the payment coincides with a first

rate, and comprises instructions for receiving the service request after a transport is

rented, wherein the payment coincides with a second rate. For example, an individual

may not have requested service upon renting the transport but later decides to request

service and thus may be faced with a higher payment and/or with different terms.

[0057] Referring now to Figure 10, a system 1000 for billing tolls accumulated

during a service period comprises a third party entity 1002, a toll rental entity 1004 and a

toll authority 1006, wherein the toll rental entity is coupled to the third party entity and to

the toll authority, wherein the third party entity sends a request for service to the toll

rental entity, wherein the toll rental entity sends the request for service during the service

period to the toll authority, and wherein the toll authority sends toll data and a bill to the

toll rental entity based on the request. For example, a third party entity may be a rental

car company, boat rental company, fleet trucking company, plane rental company, train

rental company, bus rental company, new car fleet dealer, used car fleet dealer, transport



manufacturer, etc. In other embodiments of the present invention, a system for billing

tolls accumulated during a service period, comprises a third party entity, a toll authority,

a toll rental entity adapted to receive a request for service from the third party entity, send

the request for service during the service period to the toll authority, and receive, based

on the request, toll data and a bill from the toll authority.

[0058] Referring now to Figure 11, a flow chart 1100 of a computer readable

medium of the present invention is depicted. The computer readable medium comprises

instructions for: sending a payment to a toll authority 1102, and receiving a violation

notification or toll transaction notification from the toll authority 1104, wherein the

violation identifies a transport, and obviating the violation or processing the toll

transaction if the payment was intended for the transport 1106.

[0059] Although an exemplary embodiment of the system of the present invention

has been illustrated in the accompanied drawings and described in the foregoing detailed

description, it will be understood that the invention is not limited to the embodiments

disclosed, but is capable of numerous rearrangements, modifications, and substitutions

without departing from the spirit of the invention as set forth and defined by the

following claims. For example, the capabilities of the invention can be performed fully

and/or partially by one or more of the described or depicted elements. Also, these

capabilities may be performed in the current manner or in a distributed manner and on, or

via, any device able to provide and/or receive information. Further, although depicted in

a particular manner, various modules or blocks may be repositioned without departing

from the scope of the current invention. For example, information being sent to the toll

rental entity can be sent to the third party entity or to multiple third party entities or may

be sent to one of the entities in lieu of the other. Still further, although depicted in a

particular manner, a greater or lesser number of elements and connections can be utilized

with the present invention in order to accomplish the present invention, to provide

additional known features to the present invention, and/or to make the present invention

more efficient. For example, a toll tag or other electronic device can be used to send,

receive, and/or store any of the data described or depicted herein. Also, the information

sent between various elements described or depicted herein, can be sent via a wireless

source and/or a wired source and via a plurality of protocols.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for billing tolls accumulated during a rental period, comprising:

a third party entity;

a toll authority; and

a toll rental entity coupled to the third party entity and to the toll authority;

wherein the third party entity sends a request for service to the toll rental

entity;

wherein the toll rental entity sends the request for service during the rental

period to the toll authority;

wherein the toll authority stores the request;

wherein the toll authority sends toll data to the toll rental entity based on

the request;

wherein the toll rental entity sends toll rental data to the third party entity

based on the toll data; and

wherein the third party entity generates a bill based on the toll rental data.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the third party entity receives information

related to an individual or an entity wishing to rent a transport.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the information includes information of

the individual or the entity and information regarding the transport.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the individual's information includes at

least one of:

the individual's name;

the individual's address;

the individual's driver license number;

the individual's driver license state;

the individual's credit card number;



the individual's debit card number;

the individual's electronic account number;

the individual's insurance information;

the individual's email address; and

the individual's phone number.

5. The system of claim 3, wherein the entities' information includes at least

one of:

a name of the entity;

an address of the entity;

a phone number of the entity;

an email address of the entity;

a contact person for the entity;

an email address of the contact person;

a tax identification number;

a credit card number for the entity; and

a bank number for the entity.

6. The system of claim 3, wherein the information regarding the transport

includes at least one of:

an owner of the transport;

a license plate number of the transport;

a vehicle identification number of the transport;

an identification of the number;

a type of the transport;

a color of the transport;

a year of manufacture of the transport; and

a condition of the transport.



7. The system of claim 1, wherein the request for service includes at least

one of:

an individual's name requesting the service;

a license plate number of a transport that is to be utilized;

a payment for the service; and

rental contract information related to the transport, wherein the rental

contract includes at least one of:

a start date and a start time; and

an end date and an end time.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the service begins at a date and a time that

a transport leaves a particular area, and wherein the service ends at a date and a time that

the transport returns to the particular area.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the service begins at a date and a time that

a transport leaves a particular area, and wherein the service ends at a date and a time that

the transport returns to a different area.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the toll data includes at least one of:

information related to a transport;

information related to a license plate of the transport;

a location of the transport;

a direction of the transport;

a time stamp related to the transport; and

a toll amount incurred by the transport.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the toll rental data includes information

related to a transport based on at least one of: a reading of a license plate of the transport,

to an individual associated with the request, and to an entity associated with the request.



12. The system of claim 1, wherein the third party entity is at least one of:

a rent-a-car entity;

an entity that rents transports comprising license plates;

an entity that rents transports comprising information that can be acquired;

an entity or individual that owns transports;

an entity or individual that leases transports;

an entity or individual that loans transports;

an entity or individual that lends transports; and

an entity or individual that operates transports.

13. The system of claim 1, wherein the third party entity generates a bill in at

least one of:

before the rental period;

during the rental period;

at an end of the rental period; and

at a time after the end of the rental period.

14. The system of claim 1, wherein the request, the toll data, and the toll rental

data is sent in at least one of a following medium:

wireless; and

wired.

15. The system of claim 1, wherein the bill is generated to at least one of:

a transport operator;

a transport or entity renter;

a transport or entity owner;

a transport or entity leaser;

a transport or entity loaner and;

a transport or entity lender.



16. A method for billing tolls accumulated during at least one of: a rental

period and a service period, comprising:

sending a service request to a toll authority, wherein the service request is

associated with a license plate number;

receiving license plate images from the toll authority;

providing a charge during the rental period if one of the received license

plate images equates to the license plate number associated with the service request; and

providing a violation during the rental period if one of the received license

plate images does not equate to the license plate number associated with the service

request.

17. The method of 16 comprising receiving time stamps and location

information from the toll authority.

18. The method of claim 17 comprising collecting the license plate images,

the time stamps, and the location information when transports utilize the toll authority.

19. The method of claim 16 comprising sending a payment associated with the

license plate number when the service request to the toll authority is sent.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the payment is sent in lieu of providing

the charge during at least one of the periods.

21. The method of claim 19, wherein the payment is sent in lieu of providing

the violation during at least one of the periods.

22. The method of claim 16 comprising providing a charge during at least one

of the periods if one of the received license plate images is similar to the license plate

number associated with the service request.



23. The method of claim 16 comprising providing a violation during at least

one of the periods if one of the received license plate images is not similar to the license

plate number associated with the service request.

24. A system, comprising:

a first module that receives a service request, wherein the service request

is associated with a license plate number; and

a second module that sends the service request and a payment associated

with the service request, wherein the payment is utilized to provide a service at a toll

authority.

25. The system of claim 24, wherein the payment is sent prior to the service.

26. The system of claim 24, wherein the payment is sent during the service.

27. The system of claim 24, wherein the payment is sent after the service.

28. The system of claim 24, wherein the payment is sent for a certain period.

29. The system of claim 24, wherein the payment is sent for a rental period.

30. The system of claim 24, wherein the payment is sent for a service period.

3 1. The system of claim 24, wherein the payment is sent by at least one of:

at least one toll rental entity; and

at least one third party entity.

32. The system of claim 24, wherein the first module receives the service

request from at least one of:

at least one third party entity; and

at least one toll authority.



33. The system of claim 24, wherein the first module sends information to a

third party entity.

34. The system of claim 24, wherein the second module sends the service

request to a toll authority.

35. The system of claim 24, wherein the second module receives information

from a toll authority.

36. The system of claim 24 comprising a third module that receives

information from at least one of:

the first module; and

the second module.

37. A computer readable medium comprising instructions for:

receiving a service request comprising at least a license plate number;

receiving a payment related to the service request;

sending the payment to a toll authority;

receiving toll usage information from the toll authority;

if the toll usage is related to the license plate number, sending an

acknowledgement to the toll authority; and

if the toll usage is not related to the license plate number, sending a

violation to the toll authority.

38. The computer readable medium of claim 37 comprising instructions for

receiving the service request before a transport is rented.

39. The computer readable medium of claim 38, wherein the payment

coincides with a first rate.



40. The computer readable medium of claim 37 comprising instructions for

receiving the service request after a transport is rented.

4 1. The computer readable medium of claim 40, wherein the payment

coincides with a second rate.

42. A system for billing tolls accumulated during a service period,

comprising:

a third party entity;

a toll authority; and

a toll rental entity coupled to the third party entity and to the toll authority;

wherein the third party entity sends a request for service to the toll rental

entity;

wherein the toll rental entity sends the request for service during the

service period to the toll authority; and

wherein the toll authority sends toll data and a bill to the toll rental entity

based on the request.

43. A computer readable medium comprising instructions for:

sending a payment to a toll authority;

receiving a violation notification from a toll authority, wherein the

violation identifies a transport; and

obviating the violation if the payment was intended for the transport.

44. A method for billing tolls, comprising:

capturing at least one picture of a license plate of a vehicle;

charging the vehicle if a number associated with the captured license plate

is listed in a toll rental entity database; and

marking a toll violation if the number associated with the captured license

plate is not listed in the toll rental entity database.



45. A toll rental entity server that communicates toll billing data during a

service period between a toll authority and a third party entity, the toll rental entity server

comprising:

a first interface that communicates with the toll authority;

at least one database;

a second interface that communicates with the third party entity;

wherein the communication between the toll authority and the third party entity

occurs in real-time;

wherein the toll rental entity server:

receives a request for service from the third party entity;

sends the request for service during the service period to the toll authority;
and

receives, based on the request, toll data and a bill from the toll authority.
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